We interpret the recently observed excess in the diphoton invariant mass as a new spin-0 resonant particle. On theoretical grounds, an interesting question is whether this new scalar resonance belongs to a strongly coupled sector or a well-defined weakly coupled theory. A possible UVcompletion that has been widely considered in literature is based on the existence of new vector-like fermions whose loop contributions-Yukawa-coupled to the new resonance-explain the observed signal rate. The large total width preliminarily suggested by data seems to favor a large Yukawa coupling, at the border of a healthy perturbative definition. This potential problem can be fixed by introducing multiple vector-like fermions or large electric charges, bringing back the theory to a weakly coupled regime. However, this solution risks to be only a low-energy mirage: Large multiplicity or electric charge can dangerously reintroduce the strong regime by modifying the renormalization group running of the dimensionless couplings. This issue is also tightly related to the (in)stability of the scalar potential. First, we study-in the theoretical setup described above-the parametric behavior of the diphoton signal rate, total width, and one-loop β functions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Both ATLAS and CMS announced an excess in the diphoton invariant mass distributions, using Run II data at √ s = 13 TeV [1, 2] . ATLAS analyzed 3.2 fb −1 of data and reports the local significance of 3.9σ for an excess peaked at 750 GeV whereas CMS, using 2.6 fb
of data, reports a local significance of 2.6σ for an excess peaked at 760 GeV. The global significance is reduced to 2.3σ and 1.2σ for ATLAS and CMS respectively. The observed excess is still compatible with a statistical fluctuation of the background, and only future analysis will eventually reveal the truth about its origin. In the meantime, it is possible to interpret the excess as the imprint of the diphoton decay of a new spin-0 resonance (see for similar or other possible interpretations). In this simple setup, the observed signal events are translated into a diphoton signal rate with central values at 6 and 10 fb for the CMS and ATLAS analyses [1, 2] , respectively.
The postulated new scalar resonance is very likely part of some unknown dynamics, related or not to the electroweak symmetry breaking. First and foremost, a crucial point is to understand whether this new dynamics is weakly or strongly coupled. In either case, it will lead us to an exciting era beyond the Standard Model (SM). In the context of a weakly-coupled theory, a simple extension of the SM compatible with the excess considers the presence-in addition to the aforementioned scalar particle-of new vector-like fermions interacting with the scalar resonance via a Yukawa-like interaction. The new fermions mediate production of the new resonance via gluon fusion, and its subsequent diphoton decay.
The size of the new Yukawa coupling that successfully accounts for the signal rate in this framework is strongly correlated to the assumption on the total width. For instance, when assuming that the gluon PDF is mainly responsible for the production of the scalar resonance, the typical size of the total width from decay channels to gluons and photons is too small to explain the large total width, Γ/M ∼ 6% in ATLAS [1] (which corresponds to ∼ 45GeV). It is very unlikely that the above simple extension can produce a total width of order O(1GeV) without invoking a large Yukawa coupling, large electric charge or large number of vector-like fermions.
A couple of interesting questions naturally arise. The presence of a new scalar particle, interacting with new vector-like fermions with large Yukawa couplings and electric charges may introduce dangerous problems since the dimensionless parameters describing the new particles and their interactions are tightly connected by the Renormalization Group Equations (RGEs). By following the running from a low energy to a higher scale, the theory can develop several pathological behaviors, for instance violating perturbativity or generating unstable directions in the scalar potential.
The goal of this work is to survey the compatibility of simple models based on the presence of new vector-like fermions with i) the assumptions of a weakly coupled theory and ii) the fit of the observed diphoton excess. To this end, we first study the parametric behavior of the diphoton signal rate, total width, and one-loop β functions for all the relevant couplings.
In full generality, we allow for a mixing between the scalar resonance and the SM Higgs.
We numerically solve the RGEs, taking into account the observed diphoton signal rate and total width, to investigate the fate of the weakly coupled theory.
In Section II we discuss the general properties of the diphoton excess in the context of the new spin-0 resonance. In Section III, we study the parametric behavior of the diphoton signal rate and total width in a simple extension with new vector-like fermions. We show the parameter space compatible with the observed excess. In Section IV, we take the SM Higgs into account, and discuss the phenomenological implication. We briefly discuss the issue of the (in)stability of the scalar potential. In Section V we provide one-loop β functions, including that of the new Yukawa coupling, and matching conditions. We discuss the parametric behavior qualitatively in terms of a large Yukawa coupling, a large electric charge, and a large number of vector-like fermions. We numerically solve the RGEs in several benchmark models, and discuss their features. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
II. DIPHOTON EXCESS AND NEW SPIN-0 RESONANCE
The cross section of diphoton production via s-channel exchange of a spin-0 resonance with mass M and total width Γ, assuming narrow width, is σ(pp → S → γγ) = 1 M Γs C gg Γ(S → gg) + q CΓ(S → qq) Γ(S → γγ) .
In what follows, we use the short-hand notation Γ(S → γγ) = Γ γγ , Γ(S → gg) = Γ gg . If the main production process is due to gluon fusion (see [7, 10] for related discussion), the cross section in Eq. 1 reduces to
This assumption is favored by data, but it remains interesting to consider other production processes as well. 1 C gg , Cin Eq. 1, 2 are luminosity functions, and for gluon fusion we have
where g(x) is the gluon parton distribution function and the values are estimated using MSTW2008NLO for M = 750 GeV. The observed signal rate, ∼ 8 fb, implies
An additional piece of information that plays an important role in shaping any New Physics interpretation is the total width Γ. Recent ATLAS data from the run at √ s = 13 TeV [1] indicates a total width of Γ/M ∼ 0.06.
Production of the spin-0 resonance and its decay to diphoton can be studied in a modelindependent way via the following effective Lagrangian,
where loop suppression factors account for possible loop-induced origins of the effective operators. We assume that the scalar resonance is CP-even, and we expect that our finding also applies to the CP-odd case. Model-independent constraints on the effective couplings c sγγ and c sgg in Eq. 5 appeared in the recent literature [7, 10, 11] . In the next Sections, we will rephrase these constraints in the context of a simple UV-complete model.
III. ON THE ROLE OF VECTOR-LIKE FERMIONS
A simple way to generate the dimension-5 operators in Eq. 5 is to introduce new colored vector-like fermions with electric charge. For instance, the new singlet S may be coupled via a Yukawa-like interaction to a vector-like fermion X described by the following Lagrangian
The dimension-5 operators in Eq. 5 are loop-generated by exchanging X. We focus on the case in which X transforms like (1,
The partial decay widths in this simple toy model are given by
The coefficients, c sγγ , c sgg of the effective operators in Eq. 5 are
where the loop function A 1/2 (τ ) (with τ = M 2 /(4m 2 X )) can be found in [86] . Assuming Γ = Γ gg + Γ γγ in Eq. 2, the cross section has the following parametric dependence,
The isocontours of the ratio of (Γ γγ + Γ gg ) to 45 GeV, assuming a new vector-like fermion with electric charge 8/3 (black solid) and 5/3 (blue dashed). The shaded regions correspond to the σ(pp → S → γγ) = 6 − 10 fb for the cases with Q X = 8/3 (light red) and Q X = 5/3 (light blue). The upper bound of the displayed y X value corresponds to the maximal value of the Yukawa coupling, 4π
where c 0 (τ ) = 2 √ τ A 1/2 (τ ) and c 0 (τ ) converges to (4/3)(M/m X ) in the limit τ 1. On the other hand, if the total decay width is set to a constant value Γ = Γ 0 , 2 (for instance, ∼ 45
GeV as was indicated by ATLAS data [1] ) then the cross section scales like
The sum of two partial decay widths from the decay channels to gluons and photons is given by
In the presence of multiple vector-like fermions, the loop function is rescaled by this multiplicity, denoted by N X . This will introduce N X dependence 3 in the diphoton signal rate as well as in the partial decay widths from the decay channels to gluons and photons. Other 2 This assumption is suitable for the case that total width dominates over Γ gg + Γ γγ , and Γ 0 − (Γ gg + Γ γγ )
is much less sensitive to the y X , Q X (as well as the fermion multiplicity, N X , that we will discuss below) than those appearing explicitly in the signal rate. 3 Here, we are assuming vector-like quarks that carry both colour and the electric charge. As a variant, one may consider two different types of vector-like fermions: one type with only colour and the other type with only the electric charge. We will not consider this option in this work. important factors that can affect a New Physics interpretation are the k-factor in the gluon PDF, denoted by k gg , and the rescaling factor of the overall observed signal rate in diphoton excess.
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The cross sections in Eq. 9, 10 and the decay width in Eq. 11 have different parametric dependences on y X , Q X , and N X as well as on the other couplings. Fitting them to the measured cross sections and the total width will shape the possible structure of New Physics. Interestingly, the current total decay width indicated by ATLAS, Γ/M ∼ 0.06 (which translates into Γ ∼ 45 GeV for 750 GeV resonance), appears very difficult to be explained by Γ gg + Γ γγ alone, as shown in Fig. 1 , while keeping the Yukawa couplings within a perturbative regime: The bigger the ratio (Γ gg + Γ γγ )/(45 GeV), the stronger the involved Yukawa coupling. Since Γ gg + Γ γγ scales like (N X y X ) 2 (g 2 s + 9/2 e 4 Q 4 X ), a very large multiplicity, N X , (or/and an unrealistically large electric charge, Q X ) is necessary to explain a bigger fraction of the total width by means of Γ gg and Γ γγ while staying in a weakly coupled region.
A similar conclusion can be drawn by considering the signal rate in the (y X , m X ) parameter space. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 2 . If Γ = Γ gg + Γ γγ (left panel of Fig. 2 ), the claimed signal rate can be obtained with small Yukawa couplings, namely y X 1, only assuming large electric charges. The total width, normalized to 45 GeV, in that region is much smaller than 10 −3 according to Fig. 1 . Forcing the total width Γ gg + Γ γγ towards the indicated value ∼ 45 GeV requires strong Yukawa couplings even for very large electric charges. The middle and right panels of Fig. 2 illustrate the situation for two cases with Γ = Γ 0 = 1 (45) GeV which correspond to Γ/M for a 750 GeV resonance of 0.13% (6%). In these instances, according to Eq. 10, the diphoton signal rate scales like
when multiple vector-like fermions with nearly degenerate masses exist. Naïvely, it is possible to play with N X and Q X 5 to bring large Yukawa couplings back to a weakly coupled regime.
For instance, consider a strongly coupled model with (y X , m X , Q X ) ∼ (5, 900 GeV, 5/3) in the middle panel of Fig. 2 assuming Γ = 1 GeV. The Yukawa coupling can be brought back to the weakly coupled region, y X 1, when a large multiplicity, as big as N X 5, is available for the same electric charge. The related situation is illustrated in the upper middle panel of Fig. 3 . One may consider a large electric charge as big as Q X 25/3 as well, while keeping N X = 1, to achieve y X 1. Another possibility is to change both N X
and Q X such as N X 3 and Q X 8/3.
However, a large N X or Q X can potentially send the theory back to a strongly coupled regime via the rapid running of the couplings or cause an instability of the scalar potential. This point is the main goal in this work, and it will be carried out in the next Sections in great detail.
Finally, the lower panels of Fig. 3 takes into account the effect of a large overall k-factor, k gg = 3, on the diphoton signal rate 6 and a reduction of the observed signal rate by the factor κ σ = 2 (see [11] for related discussion). This can relax the combination N X Q X y X by the factor (k gg κ σ ) 1/4 for the cases in which the signal rate scales like Eq. 10. For the cases in which the signal rate scales like Eq. 9, assuming Γ = Γ gg + Γ γγ (very narrow width), the combination N X y X Q 2 X can be relaxed by the factor (k gg κ σ ) 1/2 as long as Q X is not very large.
IV. THE DOUBLET-SINGLET MODEL
Let us now add to the game the SM Higgs sector. It is reasonable to assume that the new gauge singlet S couples to the SM Higgs doublet H via a mixing term, thus affecting both Higgs physics and the stability of the Higgs potential.
We consider the following scalar potential,
5 This is different w.r.t. the scaling
X ) in Eq. 9 where increasing Q X will have no effect when Q X becomes large enough for Γ γγ to dominate over Γ gg . 6 Notice that the specific choice k gg = 3 was taken for illustration purposes rather than being rigorously derived. GeV corresponds to 0.13%, 6% total decay width of a 750 GeV resonance. In the upper panels, a large particle multiplicity N X = 5 is considered. In the lower panels, we assume an overall k-factor of 3, and reduce the signal rate by a factor of 2.
where we assumed that S is real and odd under S → −S. The potential in the unitary gauge is obtained via
We consider the most general situation in which both scalar fields take a vacuum expectation value (VEV), h = v, S = u. The λ HS and VEVs of the scalar fields induce the mixing between h and S,
where H 1 , H 2 are mass eigenstates with masses of m H 1 , m H 2 (see Appendix A for details). new scalar resonance with m H 2 750 GeV. We will use the short-hand notations cos θ ≡ c θ , sin θ ≡ s θ , and tan θ ≡ t θ in the next Sections.
A. Phenomenological implications
A large mixing between the SM Higgs doublet and the new singlet can be phenomenologically dangerous as it changes the Higgs physics. In the language of the effective operators in Eq. 5, the mixing induces an additional coupling of the SM Higgs to photons and gluons
On the other hand, the mixing introduces a coupling of the heavy singlet to a pair of SM gauge bosons and fermions and it alters the corresponding SM Higgs couplings. The decay channel
where the induced coupling is given by
Once the new resonance is linked to the SM Higgs sector via the mixing, the total width gets contributions from various decay channels, in addition to those from gluons and photons that we discussed in Section III. The relative size among various partial decay widths varies a lot over the parameter space as they have different scaling behavior. Fig. 4 illustrates the situation in the presence of new colored vector-like fermions with m X = 900 GeV, Q X = 8/3, N X = 1, and varying Yukawa coupling y X = y X (sin θ) to maintain the same signal rate of 8 fb (see the left panel in Fig. 2 ). We vary the mixing angle in Fig. 4 up to 0.1. The most stringent constraint on the mixing angle comes from the searches for heavy scalars in diboson decay channel [11] , and s θ 0.1 is the biggest allowed value. When the mixing is turned off, the total width is just Γ gg + Γ γγ that corresponds to the left panel of Fig scales, in presence of the mixing, roughly as (c θ y X ) n (n ∼ 2, 4 for two extreme cases in Eq. 9
and 10). The decreased c θ is compensated by a larger y X to maintain the same signal rate (note that two boundary values, y X ∼ 0.8 and 3 for the mixing angles sin θ = 0 and ∼0.06
in Fig. 5 match those in Fig. 2) .
B. Vacuum (in)stability
We discuss under which conditions the potential in Eq. 14 describes a consistent weakly interacting theory. The existence of a local minimum already provides a set of constraints on the couplings in the scalar potential (see Appendix A for details),
Especially the third condition in Eq. 20 restricts the relation among three dimensionless
HS /(4λ S ). However, this constraint needs to be respected only at low scale, typically of the order of the mass scale of the scalar fields. On the contrary, imposing the positivity of the scalar potential leads to stronger constraints.
The potential in Eq. 14 can be written, neglecting quadratic terms, in the following form
We distinguish between two cases, depending on the sign of λ HS .
• λ HS > 0. From the first line in eq. (21) it is clear that in order to ensure the positivity of the potential the conditions λ H (Λ) > 0 and λ S (Λ) > 0 must be respected all the way up to some high-energy scale Λ defining the limit of validity of the theory. If either λ H (Λ) < 0 or λ S (Λ) < 0 (for moderately low scale Λ not too far away from the TeV scale, i.e. the mass scale of the new particles), the model can not be considered as a consistent theory.
• λ HS < 0. In this case, as is clear from the second line in eq. (21), the conditions λ H (Λ) > 0 and λ S (Λ) > 0 are not enough to ensure the positivity of the potential, and we need to impose λ S (Λ) > 0 together with λ H (Λ) > λ
In addition to the vacuum stability, the condition of perturbativity requires |λ i |, |y X | 4π during the RG evolution. 
V. PEERING AT HIGH SCALES USING THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP EQUATIONS
We extrapolate the model discussed in Section IV at high scales using the RGEs. In Section V A we set the ground for our discussion by introducing one-loop β functions and matching conditions. After a qualitative overview, in Section V B we numerically solve the RGEs focusing our attention on the parameter space of the model in which-as explained in Section III-the diphoton excess can be reproduced. The aim of this Section is to investigate whether a weakly coupled realization stays within the perturbative regime once the running is taken into account.
A. Theoretical setup: one-loop beta functions and matching
The β functions for a generic coupling g are defined as
where µ is the renormalization scale. We consider the case with N X copies of vector-like fermions in the same representation. For simplicity, we consider the Yukawa matrixŷ X = y X 1 N X ×N X . In the MS scheme the one-loop β-functions of the gauge couplings 8 are given
by (see also [90, 91] )
Those of the Yukawa couplings are
7 Strictly speaking, |y X | 4π/ √ N C with N C = 3 for the Yukawa coupling. 8 We use the hypercharge gauge coupling in GUT normalization g
The one-loop β-functions for the scalar couplings in the potential are
Let us now discuss these RGEs in a qualitative way. First of all, the vector-like fermions alter the running of the hypercharge gauge coupling (see Eq. 23). They enter with a positive sign, proportional to the parametric combination N X Q 2 X , thus worsening the problem of the hypercharge Landau pole in the SM. This plays an important role in particular when considering models of vector-like fermions with large N X . In full generality, Eq. 23 can be solved analytically, and we find
In Fig. 6 we show the running of g 1 (µ) for different electric charge and different multiplicities (see caption for details). For Q X = 2/3 (not shown in the plots) the impact on the hypercharge running is very limited, and only at very large multiplicities (N X 20) the hypercharge Landau pole is pushed below 10 8 GeV. For larger Q X , the impact on the running of g 1 can be very significant pushing the hypercharge Landau polein particular for large N X -towards unrealistically low scales.
The second important feature is related to the running of the Yukawa coupling y X in Eq. 24. The scale at which y X becomes strong indicates the limit of validity of the theory (see [10] for similar discussion). The running of y X is dominated by two opposing effects: On the one hand, y X is pushed towards larger values by the wave-function renormalization term
From this value on, y X increases following its RG evolution. Notice that, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 2 , for Q X = 5/3 and N X = 1 the Yukawa coupling needed to explain the observed excess falls exactly in the ballpark estimated above. This very simple argument tells us that the running of y X is controlled by a delicate numerical interplay between two terms of opposite sign whose net effect depends on the specific choice of the parameters N X and Q X .
Finally, let us comment about the running of λ S , Eq. 25. As discussed in Section IV B, negative values of λ S indicates an instability in the scalar potential. The running of λ S is, again, the consequence of two counterbalancing effects: There is a positive contribution, 
For N X = 1, y X = 1, λ HS = 0 we have λ th S = 2/3. Increasing y X , the threshold value of λ S increases too, and for instance we have λ th S = 6 if y X = 3. If λ S > λ th S the problem of negative λ S is avoided. However, the perturbativity bound sets an important upper limit on the largest values allowed. Notice that Eq. 27 is a rough estimate that was obtained ignoring the µ-dependence; in Section V B we will return to this point from a more quantitative perspective. The situation is sketched in Fig. 7 . Running down using the RG flow, heavy fields are integrated out and their contributions disappear from the β functions. At each threshold the matching procedure between the full theory above the threshold and the effective theory below produces some threshold corrections. In our setup, this is true both for the vector-like fermion and the heavy scalar. As far as the vector-like fermion is concerned, the threshold corrections generated at µ = m X can be computed as follows [92, 93] . First, the contribution 
where
X is the vector-like quark mass as a function of the background field s.
9 At µ = m X the threshold ∆V
is generated. The corresponding contribution to the quartic λ S /4 S 4 in Eq. 14 is given by ∆λ S = 1 6
At µ = m H 2 a threshold correction for the quartic coupling (λ H /4) h 4 is generated [94] . This threshold correction corresponds to a tree-level shift of the Higgs quartic coupling λ H , and its value can be extracted from Eq. A12
The solution of the RGEs requires suitable matching conditions in order to relate the running MS parameters with on-shell observables. Since we are working with one-loop β functions, we need to impose only tree level matching conditions. The potential has 5 parameters, (λ H , λ S , λ HS , v, u) that are related to the physical parameters (m
As already stated before, m H 1 = 125.09 GeV is the Higgs boson mass while, following the discussion in Section IV A, m H 2 = 750 GeV is the mass of the new putative scalar resonance; s θ describes the mixing in the scalar sector, and its value is an external parameter controlled by the fit in Section IV A. Furthermore, v = 246 GeV since it enters in the definition of 9 Here m , s θ , v, λ HS ), we work out explicit expressions for λ H , λ S and u. They are
As far as the other SM parameters-namely g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , y t -are concerned, at the electroweak scale they can be related to the W and Z boson pole masses, the top quark pole mass, and the MS QCD structure constant at the Z pole [95] .
B. Phenomenological analysis: on the importance of running couplings
Let us now discuss our results. For simplicity, the starting point in the RG running is chosen at the scale, µ 0 ≡ m H 2 = 750 GeV. Only the threshold in Eq. 29, therefore, is included in our analysis. We use the following initial values g Y (µ 0 ) = 0.361, g 2 (µ 0 ) = 0.640, g 3 (µ 0 ) = 1.073, y t (µ 0 ) = 0.867 at µ = µ 0 . For illustrative purposes, let us start our discussion from the benchmark values λ HS = 0.01, s θ = 0.01, y X = 0.75, m X = 1.5 TeV, N X = 1, Q X = 2/3. Notice that, using Eq. 32, we have in this case λ S 0.06. This benchmark point is far from the values of Q X , m X , and y X singled out in Fig. 2 as good candidates for explaining the diphoton excess. However, we believe that this choice provides a good starting point to illustrate, on the quantitative level, the properties of the RGEs outlined qualitatively in Section V A. Our results are shown in Fig. 8 for the running of the gauge couplings, the Yukawa couplings, and the couplings in the scalar potential. Three observations can be made.
i ) The presence of the vector-like fermions modify the running of U (1) Y and SU (3) C gauge couplings, as was expected due to their quantum numbers, namely (1, 3) 2/3 under the SM gauge group. They give an additional positive contribution both to the running of g 1 and g 3 . However, our selected values, N X = 1 and Q X = 2/3, do not cause any evident problem, and the running of g 1 increases with the renormalization group scale with the rate similar to the SM one (see also Fig. 6 ).
ii ) The Yukawa coupling y X is frozen at the input value y X = 0.75 below µ = m X , and it starts running above µ = m X . The running is driven by two distinct contributions.
At low scale, the dominant contribution to the one-loop β function comes from the term with the QCD coupling, β
It has a negative sign, and it pushes y X towards smaller values. As µ increases, g 3 gets smaller (see left panel in Fig. 8 ), and the dominant contribution to the one-loop β function becomes β (1)
From this point on, y X increases and it eventually violates the perturbative bound. However, notice that-at least for the specific values chosen in Fig. 8 -the running of y X at high RG scale values is not dramatically fast, and y X stays within the validity of perturbation theory all the way up to the Planck scale.
iii ) The running of the scalar couplings reveals a pathology in the model. As soon as the Yukawa coupling y X enters in the RG running, it easily dominates the running of the scalar coupling λ S via the term, β (1) λ S ∝ −24y 4 X . As a consequence, λ S is dragged towards negative values already at low scale (not far away m X ). As explained in Section IV B, the condition λ S < 0 generates a dangerous run-away direction in the scalar potential.
The numerical example analyzed in Fig. 8 shows the presence of a dangerous pathology in the model. The presence of the Yukawa coupling between the vector-like fermion X and the scalar field S generates an instability in the scalar potential of the theory already at a low scale. The problem is already evident in Fig. 8 even if we decided to work, for illustrative purposes, with a moderately small Yukawa coupling (y X = 0.75). A larger Yukawa y X will exacerbate the problem further. Notice that the peculiar behavior of λ S highlighted in this example agrees nicely with the discussion in Section V A: The initial value of λ S (that is λ S = 0.06) is much smaller than the estimated threshold value by Eq. 27 (λ th S 0.3 in this case). Starting from larger values of λ S would reverse the situation, pushing λ S towards increasing positive values. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 , left panel, where we started from Equipped with these results, we can now move to discuss few cases numerically more similar to the ones suggested by the fit outlined in Section IV A. 10 We checked that all the values in the right panel of Fig. 9 satisfy the local minimum condition in Eq. 20. 11 The limit with no mixing in Eq. 32 can be understood by noticing that s θ is not a free parameter, namely 1. m X = 900 GeV, N X = 1, Q X = 5/3, y X = 5.
According to the central panel in Fig. 2 , this case provides a good fit of the diphoton excess, assuming Γ = 1 GeV. Notice that these values are very realistic, since they correspond to a hypothetical top partner quark not yet ruled out by direct searches. Without a mixing, λ S is a free parameter, and we vary its initial value in the interval λ S (µ 0 ) ∈ [10 −3 , 5]. 12 We show our results in Fig. 10 , and we focus on the running of λ S (left panel) and y X (right panel). The impact on the hypercharge gauge coupling is very limited, see Fig. 6 . As is clear from the plot, the very large initial value of the Yukawa coupling y X has dramatic effect on the running. As far as λ S is concerned, the threshold correction, given by Eq. 29, is extremely large (being proportional to y 4 X ), and the contribution β (1) λ S ∝ −24 y 4 X largely dominates. As a result, λ S always rapidly runs towards negative values, thus generating an instability in the scalar potential. Notice that a large initial value of λ S will be difficult to fix the problem. In the running of y X , the term β (1) y X ∝ 9 y 3 X dominates, and y X eventually 12 Notice that in the limit λ HS → 0 the one-loop β function for the Higgs quartic coupling does not receive additional contributions. On the quantitative level, the only effect on the running of λ H is indirectly induced by the different running of g 1 and g 3 , and therefore it does not change much if compared with the running in the SM [95] . In our analysis we mainly focus on the running of λ S and y X , since they are the most sensitive parameters to the RG evolution.
violates perturbativity at the TeV scale. We therefore conclude that this case is unrealistic as a candidate for a weakly coupled model due to the large Yukawa y X .
However, as explained in Section III, thanks to a degeneracy in the scaling of the diphoton signal rate it is possible to alleviate the problem of large y X in different ways as long as the combination y X N X Q X ∼ 25/3 is kept fixed. For fixed Q X , it is possible to decrease the value of the Yukawa coupling by changing the multiplicity of the vector-like fermions N X .
For fixed N X , it is possible to decrease the value of the Yukawa coupling by changing the electric charge of the vector-like fermions Q X . Finally, both N X and Q X can be changed.
We discuss now these possibilities from the perspective of the RGEs.
In this scenario, a small Yukawa coupling y X = 1 is obtained by increasing the value of N X . We take N X = 5 while Q X = 5/3 is fixed as the case in V B 1. We present our results X dominates, and λ S is dragged towards negative values. This is always true for λ S (µ 0 ) 1. For λ S (µ 0 ) = 1, we find that λ S (Λ) < 0 at Λ ∼ 5
TeV. As far as the running of the Yukawa coupling y X is concerned, it runs now very slowly, staying within the perturbation regime up to a very high scale.
We argue that also in this case the theory reveals an instability at a scale not far away O(TeV) for generic values of the couplings. While the left panel in Fig. 11 shows that there exists a very fine-tuned initial value, 1 λ S (µ 0 ) 2 which are almost unaffected by RG effects, this particular point does not correspond to a special property of the theory.
In this scenario, a small Yukawa coupling y X = 1 is obtained by increasing the value of Q X . We take Q X = 25/3 while N X = 1 is fixed as the case in V B 1. Our results are illustrated in Fig. 12 . In this scenario, the Yukawa coupling y X decreases as the large electric charge Q X = 25/3 makes the negative contribution to its RG running, β
Regarding the running of λ S , it is possible to find some acceptable trajectories with λ S (µ 0 ) ∼ O(1) in the RG space. However, as is clear from Fig. 6 , this case is very unrealistic from the point of view of the hypercharge gauge coupling. We discard this solution as a candidate for the weakly coupled realization of the diphoton excess.
Let us move to discuss an intermediate situation in which both the multiplicity N X and the electric charge Q X are modified in such a way that y X ∼ 1. We present our results in Fig. 13 , where we focus on Q X = 8/3 and N X = 3. The running of the Yukawa coupling
The same as in Fig. 10 but for different values of Q X , N X , y X (see label plot).
is again dominated by the positive term β
y X ∝ 21 y 3 X , and y X always increases along the RG flow. The running of λ S depends on its initial value. If λ S (µ 0 ) 1, a stable solution exists, almost unaffected by the RG flow. As for the case with Q X = 5/3, N X = 5 that was discussed above, this solution looks like the result of a fine tuning rather than a special point in the parameter space. However, it is undeniable that in this scenario a weakly coupled theory valid to a high energy scale can be constructed. From the central panel in Fig. 6 , we see that the choice Q X = 8/3 and N X = 3 sizably alter the hypercharge running.
We find that the corresponding Landau pole is lowered to Λ ∼ 300 TeV. We can therefore identify this scale as the upper limit of the validity for this theory.
We close this Section by briefly discussing the case with Γ = 45 GeV. If N X = 1 a very large Yukawa coupling (y X 6.5 if m X 700 GeV 13 and Q X = 8/3) is needed in order to fit the excess. As illustrated in the upper-right panel of Fig. 3 , it is possible to bring the Yukawa back to a perturbative value by increasing the value of N X , and we find y X 1.5 with N X = 5 (taking fixed m X 700 GeV and Q X = 8/3). In this case, the biggest obstruction is represented by the running of the hypercharge gauge coupling since the Landau pole is lowered to ∼ 10 TeV (see Fig. 6 ). It would be interesting to investigate the case with Γ = 45 GeV in more detail following the strategy outlined in this paper, even if such a large value of total width is very difficult to be realistic from the point of view of a weakly coupled theory. If experimentally confirmed, it will give a strong indication in favor of a strongly coupled interpretation of the excess.
C. Concluding remarks and summary plots
Before concluding, it is useful to summarize the main results of our paper. In Fig. 14 we show the allowed parameter space in the plane (N X , Q X ) once the constraints coming from our RG analysis are imposed. For simplicity, we neglect the mixing (λ HS = 0), and we fix the mass of the vector-like quarks (m X = 900 GeV). We take Λ = 10 5 GeV as a reference cut-off scale but in the inset plots we show how the bound changes considering 
VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Recently, both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations reported an excess around 750 GeV in the invariant mass distribution of the diphoton. The excess can be interpreted in terms of a weakly coupled theory of New Physics beyond the SM, and a simple such scenario consists of a scalar resonance coupled to photons and gluons via loops of N X vector-like quarks with electric charge Q X , that are almost degenerate in mass. Alternatively, one can identify the excess as the imprint of a scalar resonance belonging to a strongly interacting sector.
At the moment-given the small statistical significance of the excess, still compatible with a fluctuation of the background-the two interpretations, weakly versus strongly coupled, are more or less equally preferred by data from a phenomenological viewpoint. In this paper, we confronted these two possibilities from a more theoretical perspective and our approach was the following. On general grounds, by taking a weakly coupled theory custom-tailored to fit the observed properties of the excess at low energies, it is possible to extrapolate its structure to high energies by means of the RGEs. The logic is to check whether the theory develops some pathology along the RG flow, thus indicating its inconsistency and the scale of the corresponding breaking. We performed this exercise in the context of a simple weakly coupled theory able to explain the diphoton excess, in which the SM is enlarged by means of a new scalar singlet together with new vector-like fermions responsible for its interactions with photons and gluons. In this simple setup, we showed that the theory quickly runs towards an instability of the scalar potential, already at a scale not far above the TeV scale. This problematic behavior is shared by many variations of the simple setup mentioned above that we checked (i.e. introducing multiple vector-like fermions or changing their electric charge), and therefore it seems to point towards an inconsistency of the underlying weakly coupled theory.
Exceptions are possible. We showed that one can finely balance between Q X and N X such that the vacuum stability of the scalar potential and the perturbativity of all the dimensionless couplings is ensured up to high scales. However, we also showed that this particular direction corresponds to fine-tuned points in the parameter space rather than to natural realizations of the theory.
Note that the results obtained in this paper are even stronger in the case of resonant production via photon fusion. The production cross section from photon fusion is much smaller than the one originated from gluon fusion because of the smaller photon luminosity. In order to compensate the reduced signal rate, the partial decay widths need to be significantly increased, thus strengthening the perturbativity constraints.
Of course our analysis does not pretend to exclude all weakly coupled explanations of the diphoton excess. One can always engineer more complicated theoretical frameworks; for instance, it is possible to introduce both vector-like quarks and leptons in order to disentangle gluon production from diphoton decay and gain more freedom in the parameter space that could be used to keep the Yukawas in a perturbative regime. In any case, we argue that-even in the context of toy models-extrapolating the theory to high scales is an important exercise that should be carried out in order to fully reveal the actual strength of the dimensionless couplings.
Only time will tell us if the diphoton excess reported by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations corresponds to our first glimpse of New Physics beyond the SM, or just to another sneaky statistical fluctuation. Meanwhile, it costs nothing to speculate on possible theoretical implications of such a potential discovery. In this respect, the strategy outlined in this paper could be a valid guiding principle to check whether a weakly coupled explanation of the excess behaves properly as a good theory or hides some deeper inconsistency just above the energy scale at which it was tailored.
Note added: While we were working on this paper, we noted [96] [97] [98] which address similar issues. It is worth pointing out the main differences between these papers and our work.
In [96] the authors-motivated by the apparent large width of the resonance-focused on the existence of multiple real scalar gauge singlets S i almost degenerate in mass. On the contrary, they include only one single vector-like fermion with Q X = 2/3. They conclude that the model stays within the validity of perturbation theory only if a large number of singlet N 1 is allowed. Clearly, this analysis follows an orthogonal direction if compared with our setup. The analysis of [97] is, on the technical level, the closest w.r.t. ours (since only one scalar-real or complex-singlet field S, mixed with the Higgs doublet, was introduced).
However, there are few important differences on which we would like to remark. First, the authors include only one vector-like quark, which transforms as a triplet under SU (3) C , with generic electric charge Q X . Second, and most important, the main goal of [97] is to understand if the conditions of vacuum stability and perturbativity-explored up to three different cut-off scales, namely the Planck, GUT and see-saw scales-are compatible with the signal strength required to fit the diphoton excess. The answer is of course negative, since a good fit of the diphoton excess can be obtained only with a large Yukawa coupling. In our paper we offer a broader and deeper perspective on the issue. By increasing the multiplicity of the vector-like quarks, in fact, we proved that a good fit can be obtained with a moderate Yukawa coupling thus apparently solving the issue. However, by carefully studying the RGEs, we also proved that the theory-with the exception of very few finetuned directions-is brought back to the strong coupling regime once the running is taken into account. Finally, we comment on [98] . The authors claim that the model with Q X = 2, N X = 2, y X = 0.52 stays within the validity of perturbation theory all the way up to the Planck scale, providing a good fit of the diphoton excess with a signal strength σ = 30 fb (alternatively, with Q X = 2, N X = 1, y X = 0.33 if σ ∈ [2 − 4] fb). According to our analysis in Section III, small Yukawa couplings like those considered in [98] are allowed if one assumes Γ = Γ gg + Γ γγ . In this case, good directions indeed exist in the parameter space (although they look a bit fine-tuned, similar to those highlighted in our Fig. 12 ). In our paper we focus on the case Γ = 1 GeV (more preferred by data), and we provide a comprehensive description of the interplay between signal strength, decay width, and RGEs. while the mass eigenstates are In this Appendix we briefly discuss the impact of a non-zero mixing angle on the results of our analysis. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the case with small mixing angle s θ = 0.01 (consistent with the bound in [11] ), and we focus on the choice N X = 1, Q X = 5/3, y X = 5, m X = 900 GeV. We stress that the purpose of this section is not to provide a comprehensive scan on the allowed values, rather to show that the presence of a non-zero mixing does not alter, at the qualitative level, our results. As explained in the right panel of Fig. 9 , for a fixed mixing angle we have the freedom to vary the free parameter λ HS (µ 0 ).
In turn, for each value of λ HS (µ 0 ), the starting value of λ S is fixed via Eq. 32. According to λ HS (left), λ S (central), and y X (right). Fig. 15 should be compared with the running for the unmixed case described in Fig. 10 . Our conclusions obviously remain unchanged. We checked that, at the qualitative level, all the results obtained in Section V B are not altered by the presence of a non-zero mixing angle if-as described in Fig. 10 , and done explicitly in this Appendix-one scans over the allowed values of λ HS .
For completeness, let us also discuss the case with negative λ HS . In this case we have the additional constraint 4λ H (Λ)λ S (Λ) − λ HS (Λ) > 0 (see Section IV B). We show our results in Fig. 16 , in which we focus again on N X = 1, Q X = 5/3, y X = 5, m X = 900
GeV. As expected, the pathological behavior of the theory already emphasized in the case λ HS (µ 0 ) > 0 still persists. In particular, in addition to λ S < 0, also the negative direction 4λ H λ S − λ HS < 0 is generated along the RG flow.
